As from 01 September 2008 all drivers that apply for a PrDP “D” has to hold a valid dangerous goods certificate issued by a DOT approved training body. This means that according to the National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996 a driver must be retrained every year. According to SANS 10231 the driver shall receive training every year. Please note that the SANS are incorporated in the National Road Traffic Act 93 of 1996 [Reg. 273A] and therefore are law. All parties that handle as well as store dangerous goods products must also receive training on how to forward and clear dangerous goods.

**OUTLINE**

**DAY ONE**
- Introduction
- Dangerous Goods Terminology
- Dangerous Goods Classification & Specific Knowledge
- Exempt Quantities
- Compatibility Of Multiloads
- Placarding

**DAY TWO**
- Documentation
- Personal Protective Clothing
- Emergency Response Procedures
- Drivers Duties, Documentation & Behaviour *
- Loading & Offloading Procedures
- Vehicle Stability *
- Fire Fighting Introduction
- First Aid Introduction
- Spill Kits
- Legislation
- Theoretical assessments
- Practical training
- Practical assessments
DURATION NOVICE OR PrDP APPLICANTS:

Novice (With licence) – 2 Days

DURATION REFRESHER

Experienced (Refresher): 4 Hours

Novice: No previous permit or **expired permit** – Minimum 4 per group
Refresh: Has copy of previous DG permit still valid – Minimum 4 per group

LEARNER REQUIREMENTS ON TRAINING DAY

NOVICE
- Certified copy of ID
- Black Pen
- Current medical certificate

REFRESHER
- Certified copy of ID
- Copy of existing license
- Black Pen
- Current medical certificate

CREDENTIALLING DETAILS:

Learners that are competent and submitted a valid medical certificate will be issued a certificate and licence card that will reflect the following:

- Unit Standard
- Unit Standard Code
- Credits
- NQF Level
- License code
- Goods classification

PLEASE NOTE:

LEARNER MUST HAVE A VALID MEDICAL CERTIFICATE AND COPY OF DRIVERS LICENCE ON THE FIRST DAY OF TRAINING (4 WEEKS PRIOR MAXIMUM). TREMCARD REQUIRED FOR ASSESSMENT. HANDELING OF DANGEROUS GOOD WILL REQUIRE VALID MEDICAL CERTIFICATE AND A COPY OF HIS/HER BARCODED I.D DOCUMENT. IF NO LICENCE IS AVAILABLE THEN A CERTIFICATE FOR HANDELING OF DANGEROUS GOODS WILL BE ISSUED.

ACCREDITATION

Material is accredited with Teta and DOT